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The Doctor Is In
An expert outboard mechanic’s longtime
repair practice and his private collection
of vintage motors combine to demonstrate
breakthrough technical developments—
or lack thereof.
Story by Ken Textor
Photography by Joe Devenney (except where noted)
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iven a technical bent, along with
no fewer than 45 years as an
outboard-engine mechanic, Lincoln
Davis has learned that even the oldest
outboards can tell you a lot. Take, for
instance, Davis’ considered forensic
opinion of the Johnson 50-hp (37-kW)
Sea Horse of 1958, a year that
m a r k s the approximate midpoint
of the modern outboard’s technical
evolution.
“I can’t believe they made and sold
an outboard engine that bad,” he
says. Davis, a youthful 58, owns and
operates an outboard and I/O dealership in the coastal town of Waldoboro, Maine. The shop specializes in
Mercury Marine products, but in the
course of his career, Davis has
worked on all the major brands, as
well as a number of obscure, longextinct machines. “When I started in
this business, I was amazed at what I
found. That 50-horse Johnson, for
example, was praised as a ‘breakthrough’ engine because it was the
first widely distributed V-4 outboard.
But it had a horrible fault. And yet
they sold thousands of them.”
Like a coroner explaining a messy
death to a jury, Davis points out that
in the 1950s, petroleum-related pollution laws were few and far between.
It was therefore common for outboard
manufacturers to be a bit blasé about
the design of fuel delivery systems. In
fact, he says, most outboards were
expected to “dump” a certain amount
of the two-cycle engine’s gasoline-oil
mixture overboard during the process
of delivering fuel to the piston cylinder. Ordinarily, between 5% and 15%
of the fuel might be dumped, creating
that characteristic sheen we all
remember from the bad old days of
outboard motors.
In addition to the obvious pollution
problems that fuel dumping created,
fuel efficiency was also seriously compromised, which was a much bigger
issue to outboard customers of the
1950s than you might expect.
Gasoline may have been comparatively cheap then—at around 15 cents
a gallon—but owners of small boats
still did not want to have to carry
around numerous, or large, fuel tanks
in their little outboard boats. So fuel
efficiency was a sensitive sales point.
Nevertheless, the oversized Sea
Horse, affectionately known as the
“Fat Fifty,” was a notorious fuel hog.
During the 30 years he’s had his own
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outboard dealership, Stetson &
Pinkham Inc., Davis acquired several
Fat Fifties and put them aside.
Eventually, he became curious about
the fuel consumption stories he’d
heard. “People would tell me these
things burned 18 gallons in a hour,”
Davis recalls. “And when I started
testing them in a tank here, I could
see for myself that those reports
weren’t far off.”
Indeed, Davis found the Fat Fifty
was dumping up to 75% of its fuel—
less at top rpm and the maximum
amount at low rpm. In conducting a
careful analysis of the Fat Fifty, he
discovered that the engine’s basic
design was at fault: the distance
between the carburetor and the
piston was too far and indirect. That
configuration allowed the atomized
fuel-air mixture plenty of opportunity
to condense the fuel out of the blend,
making efficient fuel delivery and
combustion all but impossible. Thus,
most of the fuel got dumped before it
could be used, resulting in terrible
fuel efficiency, even though the
engine operated reliably and with
plenty of power.

“I

’ve been around long enough to
know that every time there’s a
design innovation, you’ve got to
watch it carefully to see how it really
performs,” says Davis. A selfdescribed motorhead since his preteen years, Davis did a stint in the
U.S. Army (with a tour in Vietnam)
followed by four years of college
(with a degree in business administration) before passionately pursuing a
career in what he’s always liked best:
repairing and reconditioning outboard
motors, and, in particular, performing
what he calls “autopsies” of failed
engines. “The outboard industry is
where a lot of engine innovation
comes from,” he contends. “Often, the
automobile industry just adopts technology we’ve already worked on and
used for years.”
It came as no surprise, therefore, that
despite the serious design flaw of the
Fat Fifty, its clever V-4 block became
very popular and remains in use
throughout today’s field of outboards—
albeit in a much more fuel-efficient
version. About a decade after the
Fat Fifty’s introduction, the United
States government banned all fueldumping outboards. Moreover, the
feds continue to demand increasingly

Facing page—Crackerjack Mercury mechanic Lincoln Davis amid part of his selfstyled outboard museum: motors, most of them Mercs, representing various stages
of development in outboard technology. He’s leaning on a Mark 55 4-cyl
Thunderbolt. Above—Davis’ own runabout, a 1958 fiberglass 16'9" (5.1m) Corson,
powered by a Mark 78 6-cyl Marathon manufactured by Mercury the same year.
Stetson & Pinkham is the Maine boat-and-motor dealership where Davis first
worked on outboards as a teenager; he bought the business 30 years ago.

fuel-efficient outboards, having
imposed standards now that even the
automobile industry doesn’t have to
contend with, according to Davis.
Outboard customers, too, demand
not only better fuel efficiency but also
quieter operation and less maintenance. Unlike most outboard dealerships, Stetson & Pinkham’s customer
base includes a substantial percentage of
commercial fishermen. That portion
of Davis’ trade depends on outboards
for its livelihood and often asks Davis
and his crew to sell and service S&Prebuilt motors for extra-tough duty.
His commercial customers therefore
provide Davis with the true measure
of a given outboard’s durability.
Recreational boat owners constitute
the bulk of Stetson & Pinkham’s business
(besides outboard sales and service,
the company sells fiberglass and aluminum production boats and operates
an extensive storage-and-maintenance
business), and for them, any outboard
is of course a purely discretionary
purchase. Unlike, say, an automobile,
an outboard is not a product necessary
to survival. The recreational customer
can take it or leave it, depending on
how well the product performs. This
fairly elementary dynamic, insists Davis,
explains why outboard manufacturers
have had to lead, and will continue
to lead, the way in fuel-efficient
lightweight engine technologies—
innovations that the automobile
industry will eventually adapt to over-

the-road engines and vehicles. The
question is: exactly what innovations
are good ideas, and which ones are
like the Fat Fifty?
For Davis, the design innovations
hitting the outboard market today are
intriguing. He cites, for example,
engines fitted with ceramic pistons
that need almost no oil—either in the
fuel or a sump—for their operation.
Another development of interest is
lightweight castings employing a relatively new “lost foam” method that
enables the manufacturer to turn out
parts more quickly and with consistently higher quality—even though
this advanced lost-foam process is
basically a throwback to sand-casting
circa early 1900s. And then there’s
the persistent debate about the efficacy of the four-stroke engine versus
its two-stroke counterpart (Davis:
“As far as I’m concerned, the jury’s
still out on the staying power of
four-strokes”), or plain old carburetion systems versus computerized fuel
injection, or metal parts versus plastic,
and so on. Some of the ideas sound
revolutionary; Davis argues that “revolutionary” can be either a big positive
or a big negative for buyers and
sellers of outboards.
“Some engineering innovations in
outboard technology have been
brilliant,” Davis says. Standing amid
more than 40 outboards of various
eras, displayed museumlike at his
dealership on State Route 32, Davis
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A Johnson Sea Horse of the late 1950s,
the first widely distributed V-4 outboard.
Also known as the “Fat Fifty,” this
engine was a reliable performer but
notoriously inefficient, dumping as
much as 75% of its fuel at low revs.
Davis’ forensic analysis of several of
these machines finally revealed the
design flaw responsible for such poor
numbers.

clearly gets excited talking about the
details of significant evolutionary
steps along the way.
“Look at this Elto,” he says, pointing to a 3-hp (2.2-kW) 1926 motor
that was part of the Evinrude product
line, though marketed under the now-

discontinued name. “This is when
they finally went to aluminum, something we take for granted today. But
just look at that casting.” The Elto’s
shaft housing is a solid casting with a
passageway molded right into the
shaft body. The passageway was for
forcing the exhaust to exit underwater. “I don’t know how they made
that casting with the primitive casting
technology they had then. But they
did it, and did a good job, too.”
His outboard collection also
includes a 2-hp (1.5-kW) 1915
Wisconsin, made by Wisconsin
Machinery & Manufacturing Co. A
state-of-the-art piece of equipment in

R E DUCE WE IG HT!
E L I M I N AT E D E L A M I N AT I O N !
SPE E D U P PRODUCTION!
NO M OR E ROTTI NG!

its day, this motor, above the water,
was lightweight steel; below, it was
mostly brass, with a solid brass lower
unit that looks nearly indestructible.
Inasmuch as the engine turns only
600 rpm, max, it probably was indestructible. Until the late 1920s, virtually all popular outboards were
designed for nonplaning hulls, meaning the boats generally attained
speeds of perhaps 5 or 6 knots. But
the quest for faster speeds changed all
that, says Davis.
“Outboard racing was really big in
the ’20s. That became the driving
force behind most outboard innovations,” says Davis, who notes that the
marriage of planing hulls and higherrpm engines in the latter part of that
decade made it possible for ordinary
people to go up to 30 miles per hour
(48 kmh) on the water; racers were
approaching a mile (1.61 km) a
minute. “That was regarded as really
fast back then,” Davis notes.
The Great Depression and World
War II brought outboard innovation
nearly to a standstill, a situation that
didn’t change until the late ’40s.
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Nineteen forty eight, to be exact.
That’s the year Mercury Marine came
out with its four-cylinder, in-line
Thunderbolt 4. The motor was officially advertised as a 25-hp (19-kW)
engine. But Mercury CEO Carl
Kiekhaefer typically advertised his
horsepower ratings lower than they
actually were—primarily to keep
customers well satisfied with the
engine’s performance for a given
horsepower rating. Davis says that
particular engine was probably closer
to 40 hp (30 kW). Even today, horsepower ratings on certain outboards
are suspect, he insists. “Not everyone
rates them the same way,” he says.
“Some rate them in a way that gives
them a higher rating than they actually deliver. So you still have to be
cautious.”
In any case, Mercury’s Thunderbolt
walked away with blue ribbon after
blue ribbon at outboard races in 1948.
“They won everything that year,” says
Davis, whose analysis of Thunderbolts
led him to attribute much of the
engine’s success to a significantly
shortened distance from the carburetor

A 1915 2-hp Wisconsin “Detachable
Row-Boat Motor,” and ahead of that,
an early Elto. The latter, a 3-hp 1926
motor, was part of the product line
of the rapidly emerging Evinrude
company. Both motors feature
superb castings; note the integral
rudder on each. The Wisconsin’s
lower unit is solid brass.

to the piston cylinder, thereby
keeping the air-fuel mixture properly atomized on its way to ignition
in the cylinder. Thus, what was a
carburetion success for the in-line
4-cyl Thunderbolt in 1948 was a
failure in the Fat Fifty’s V-4 nearly
a decade later. Evidently, says Davis,
there were outboard manufacturers
who didn’t learn well from their
competition.

T

he boating industry’s obsession, in the last century, with
speed and power left certain crucial
technical developments in the dust.
For example, outboards didn’t have
forward, neutral, and reverse gears

until 1949. “Can you imagine?” Davis
says with shock in his voice. “There
you are, standing in the stern of the
boat, leaning out over the engine,
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Mercury’s 4-cyl in-line Thunderbolt 4 first appeared in 1948; the engine shown was
manufactured in ’49. The postwar jazzed-up cowl suggests 25 hp, but Davis objectively puts the true horsepower at around 40. Longtime Mercury CEO Carl
Kiekhaefer deliberately understated power ratings so that customers would be
more than pleased with their motors’ performance. Note the wrap-around pull cord
for the non-recoil starter on top of the housing.
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pulling the starter cord—and the thing
starts up in gear. You’re off balance
anyway, and plunk! over you go.
Hard to believe they made engines
that way for as long as they did—
without being sued into bankruptcy.”
Going back to the very first outboards in the late 1890s, we see that
design innovations that were a convenience to the consumer were generally slow in coming. It took more than
30 years for outboard designers to
think of, and then perfect, the idea of
a pull cord for starting the engine.
Before that, a dangerous flywheelwith-a-knob arrangement on top of
the engine (also known as a “knuckle
buster”) was the starting mechanism
on nearly all outboards. Even with the
advent of the starter cord, it took
another 10 years to develop a marketable, automatically recoiling cord.
Until then, you had to wrap the
cord manually around a grooved flywheel each time you pulled it.
Prior to the 1950s, it was the mechanical engineer or designer—the
motorheads of the day—who were key
to the industry’s outboard innovations.
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Top executives at the big-three outboard brands—Mercury, Johnson, and
Evinrude—were themselves mechanical engineers, which reinforced the
corporate emphasis on engine power
while subordinating just about everything else. But then the postwar “miracle” of aggressive marketing took
hold throughout American industry.
“That made for big changes,” notes
Davis.
The changes are readily evident in
Davis’ outboard collection. Until the
1950s, most outboards were rather
utilitarian looking—drab, and simple
to a fault. Davis’ collection also displays examples of advertising from
the pre-1950s era; most of it focuses
on facts and figures conveying an
engine’s capability. Those ads contain
little hype or exaggeration. From the
1950s onward, though, outboards start
looking more and more slick, with all
sorts of extraneous chrome and logos
and fanciful doodads and colorful
cowlings, even zoomy shaft housings.
At the same time, these engines were
sold with increasingly breathless,
hyperbolic ad copy. Mercury Marine

A Merc Mark 50, circa 1954. Mercury’s
signature look throughout the ’50s,
seen in many variants depending on
the model, was a chrome band—the
bigger the engine, the wider the
chrome. Additional embellishments,
such as the crown on the front, began
to appear as marketers took the lead
at outboard companies, and started to
emphasize styling.

frequently brought attention to itself
with ad photography that featured
goofy stunts—human pyramids, elephants on water skis, and improbable
pulling contests, such as the one
showing the ocean liner Queen
Elizabeth with a towrope from its
bow to the ster n of a runabout
powered by a 125-hp (93-kW) Merc
outboard.
As misleading as those ads may
have been, the marketing departments
were nevertheless now contributing
ideas for design innovations. That
i s , technical developments were
prompted not by in-house motorheads but by marketing people.

Marketers polled and probed consumers to learn not only what the
consumer wanted to hear and see in
their outboards, but also what they
wanted in the way of operation. Thus,
the 1950s gave rise to such widespread innovations as electric starters,
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F-N-R shift mechanisms, and remote
fuel tanks on every major brand of
outboard. Such developments had
been experimented with in previous
eras, but were never perfected until
the consumer-driven demands of the
’50s took hold. “Those elements were
primitive, but they worked,” Davis
says of the earliest innovations that
evolved into the reliable mechanism
we know today.
Other innovations, however, failed
miserably. In his examinations of
direct-injection two-stroke outboards
dating as far back as the early 1960s,
Davis has discovered why successful
fuel-efficient, direct-injection motors
have been so elusive until only
recently. “They couldn’t get the timing
right,” he says, noting that Outboard
Marine Corporation, the now-defunct
parent company of Evinrude and
Johnson motors, began developing a
direct-inject outboard 40 years ago. It
failed because the metering and timing of the fuel was driven by a highly
complex, but woefully imprecise,
mechanical device. So, most manufacturers gave up on direct-inject engines
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In the mid-1950s, this Merc Mark
20 mounted on the transom of, say,
a brightly painted 12' (3.6m) Penn
Yan Swift—described by the builder
as a “stock utility outboard racing
runabout”—would have been that
era’s near-perfect boat/motor combination for any speed-loving, lakegoing kid (or forever-young adult)
lucky enough to own one.

for the next 20 years or more.
Even when microprocessors were
added to outboards in the 1980s and
90s, getting precise timing and metering proved difficult until just a few
years ago.

D

avis’ forensic outboard research
continues today. With excellent
storage facilities at his new business
location, he now has room for literally
scores of deceased outboards, most of
which are Mercury engines. Vast
rooms of outboards and assorted parts
animate him as he talks about the
most recent technologies at Mercury
Marine, whose brand he’s been

devoted to for decades. “They vowed
to go with four-stroke technology for
the best in fuel efficiency and pollution control,” says Davis. “But they
had to backtrack and later admit that
there was a future for direct-inject
technologies in a two-stroke engine.”
He claims Mercury makes some of
the best outboards available. Not long
ago, Davis proved his point by
putting a used 115-hp (86-kW), 4-cyl
Merc through its paces during a 4,500mile (7,242-km) trip through the
Canadian Maritimes, down the St.
Lawrence River, through the Great
Lakes, down various rivers to the Gulf
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COURTESY LINCOLN DAVIS
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In Waddington, New York, on the Saint Lawrence Seaway, Davis relaunches his
modified 23' (7m) Seaway fiberglass skiff to commence the second of five legs of a
4,500-mile voyage he made, from Maine through the Great Lakes to the Gulf of
Mexico and back to Maine, with a used 1998 115-hp 4-cyl in-line Merc. Not
surprisingly, in Davis’ care the motor never missed a beat.

of Mexico, around and across the
Florida peninsula, up the Intracoastal
Waterway, and finally back to base on
the Maine coast. “You really have to
have a reliable engine for a voyage
like that,” Davis says of his trip, made
in a 23' (7m) 1983 Seaway skiff. Fitted
with a shop-built half-tower, it’s a boat
Davis owned for 16 years: as a demo,
as a motor-test platform, and as a
funky sportfisherman chasing giant

bluefin tuna offshore in the Gulf of
Maine. (The Seaway model is based
on a traditional wooden Casco Bay
lobster skiff; Davis’ dealership sold
production fiberglass versions in large
volume to commercial and recreational buyers alike.)
He says he chose the 1998 engine
because he was impressed with both
its fuel efficiency and durability.
“Mine never missed a beat throughout

the entire trip,” he notes. In fact, the
engine survived a sinking and still
motored on with only minor tweaking
to compensate for its time underwater.
Naturally, it helps that Davis is a Merc
mechanic, and a gifted one at that,
although he also repairs modern outboards made by other manufacturers.
Davis still enjoys tearing down and
analyzing outboards old and new.
He learns from design mistakes just
as medical students lear n from
studying a cadaver in anatomy class.
“I’d love to do just this,” he says of
his outboard autopsies. “But I also
have to make a living.”
Maybe so, but at Stetson & Pinkham, the outboard doctor is always
in, ready to talk about and show the
best—and worst—the industry has
PBB
ever offered.
About the Author: Ken Textor builds
and repairs boats and furniture, conducts charters, does deliveries, and
regularly writes about these subjects
for various marine and consumer
publications. He is based in Arrowsic,
Maine.
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